EHS Committee Mini Conference
Tuesday October 24, 2017
Safety through collaboration
Welcome from the EHS Senior Administrator’s Committee (EHS SAC)

Today is the second time that colleagues from different Faculties and Portfolios are coming together in an EHS community.

We’re still in the early days of our EHS Committee journey, but we’ve taken a few more steps up the mountain.
What to expect this morning...

We have a variety of people in the room

- EHS Committee members
- EHS leaders from F&A, F&O and other portfolios
- EHS SAC members
- EHS Department staff
What to expect this morning…

We have a variety of people in the room

- Some are well on their way
- Some are starting out
- Some are planning to start
- Some are leaders in Faculties/Portfolios and may not be part of a Committee
- Some are knowledgeable about EHS; some are not

All bring experience, insight and wisdom to our community
Collaborate*

a definition (Meriam Webster Online Dictionary)

Intransitive verb

1. to work jointly with others or together especially in an intellectual endeavor

2. to cooperate with or willingly assist an enemy of one's country and especially an occupying force

3. to cooperate with an agency or instrumentality with which one is not immediately connected

* Not to be confused with the term “Collude”
Housekeeping Items

- Washrooms
- Emergency
  - First Aiders
  - Muster Point
- Breaks & Refreshments
- Powerpoints will be posted on the EHS Mini-Conference Website shortly
- Questions
  - Make a note for the Q&A at the end of the session
Opening and Introduction
Murray Ritchie: The Value of an EHS Committee (aka Put Down the Donuts We Have Work to Do)
EHS SAC Third Year Goals
Activity A: Building an Achievable Annual Plan
Networking Break
Inspections: A Community Panel Discussion
Activity B: Assessing and Leveraging your F/P Culture
Photo Voice – A Final Invitation
EHS Committee Award
Q&A and Call to Action
Adjournment
• Look out for AHA! moments
  – Make a note
  – Commit yourself to action
• Make a connection to a new collaboration
• Celebrate with your community